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Ki Savo 5776 

 

On the Up and Up 

This week's Torah portion, Ki Savo, speaks to the nation of Israel of the blessings they 
would enjoy for their observance of the commandments and the curses they would 
endure for their failure.  

Chapter 28, verse 13 relates the following blessing: "You shall be only above and you 
shall not be below." The Kotzker Rebbe, of blessed memory, interprets the verse as 
follows: G-d created a ladder from which the souls of the upper world would descend to 
the world below into the bodies of human beings. No sooner do the souls descend than 
the ladder from above is removed. From Heaven the call goes forth to the souls: "Return, 
return!!" The souls, heeding the call, desire to return, but alas, there is no ladder. 

Three groups of souls emerge. One group, observing there is no ladder, gives up 
immediately in its quest to return Above.  

The second group is more tenacious and jumps Heavenward repeatedly in an attempt to 
go back to its roots Above. However, with time, it too succumbs to its earthly abode 
below, acclimating itself to its new environment.  

The third group remains determined to soar 
Heavenward and return to its place of origin. With 
every failure, it regroups with new vigor and strength. 
What distinguishes this group is that it maintains to 
continuously hear the Heavenly voice from Above, 
"Return, return!!" unabated.  

Eventually, the Lord Himself turns to this third 
group and lifts it above. As the Rabbis say, "One who 
comes to purify himself is divinely assisted." Heavenly 
assistance is commensurate with the 
measure of the desire and sincerity we exhibit in our 
effort to return to our spiritual roots. G-d lifts, "with 
both hands," those whose will it is to meet the challenge and go forth.  

With assistance from Above, there is no limit to our capacity for growth and ultimate 
success. Ours is but to do and G-d will do the rest. 

This, then, is the meaning of the blessing "You shall be only above and you shall not be 
below." Our aspirations should always be Heavenward, never complacent and 
acclimated to those values which are below. 

 

- Rabbi Kalman Winter z'l 

 

 



 

Parshas Ki Savo begins with the special declaration a person would 

recite when bringing the Bikurim, the first fruits of his harvest. 

If you look at it, you will notice something interesting. Rather 

than a thank you note, it seems more like a history lesson!  

The man speaks about how Lavan tried to kill Yaakov, how we went to 

Egypt and suffered much cruelty before HaShem redeemed us. Then it 

acknowledges that HaShem brought us to the land of Israel and gave 

it to us.  

Only after all this does the man recite a one-liner, “And now, I 

have brought these first fruits You have given me.” With that, he 

places the basket down and bows before G-d. What’s the meaning 

behind this? Why the whole story of the past when he’s talking 

about the crops that he has now? Why doesn’t he speak of the rain 

in its time, the fact that his crops grew, or anything more 

agricultural? It seems barely an afterthought in his speech. 

The answer is that the world of HaShem is run with perfect 

accuracy. The fact that he is standing in Jerusalem today with his 

fruits is only possible because of all the history that took place. 

All the things that happened to our ancestors were actually 

happening FOR our ancestors, and for us. 

Every action or event in the world is 

interconnected. Every action has a 

reaction and ripples of effects that we 

may not see until years later. THIS is 

what he is praising G-d for when he 

brings his fruits. He acknowledges all 

the oversight and involvement of HaShem 

in this world and recognizes that it 

was all necessary to get him where he 

is today. 

Therefore, now the Torah tells us, “You 

will be happy for all the good that G-d 

has given you.” Though at the time it 

may not have seemed good, now that 

we’ve reached this moment of possessing 

the Promised Land, and it is all built on the foundation of our 

history, we can finally see how everything was truly good, part of 

a grand plan that only G-d could orchestrate. 

-Based on a shiur by Rabbi Ephraim Lever of Melbourne, Australia 

  

Want to sign up to get this Shabbos Table Talk each week?  E-mail us at DoItForDovid@Gmail.com. 

 

Every step you take blazes a trail for others to follow – no 

matter which way you’re heading. So watch your step. 


